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PROJECT MEETINGS
General Assembly, online,
Feb 11, 2021
Due to the COVID-pandemic,
the General Assembly took
place in the virtual space in
February 2020. All work
package leaders presented
their work and discussed their
challenges and next steps.
Project Review, online,
March 16, 2021
The achievements of the last
18 months were presented
successfully to the EU project
officer.
Last General Assembly in
Spain at IDIADA, May 22,
2022
The last GA took place at
IDIADA. The preparation for
the final event and the 2
demonstrator vehicles were
top priorities in the meeting.

The last GA took place at IDIADA in May 2022.

FINAL PUBLIC EVENT HELD ON SEPTEMBER 30TH,
2022
After 45 months of intensive research and project management,
the final public event of SYS2WHEEL took place on 30th of
September 2022. Stakeholders from the European Commission,
CINEA, logistics companies, car makers and others joined the
online event.
The project achievements were presented by the project
coordinator Dr. Bernhard Brandstätter. As major building blocks
of SYS2WHEEL, webinars on “Advanced Control” and “Time
Sensitive Networks” were held by Prof. Ahu Ece Hartavi Karci
from the University of Surrey and Dr. Mohammed Abuteir from
TTTech. Additionally, 2 webinars were held on the propulsion
technologies in SYS2WHEEL, namely “In-Wheel systems for N1
category vehicles” by Dr. Matej Bicek from Elaphe and “E-Axle
for 2 category vehicles” by Dr. Giorgio Mantovani from IVECO.
The project SYS2WHEEL aimed at developing sustainable city
logistics and improving mobility, accessibility and quality of life of
EU citizens. 12 international project partners from 8 different
countries were committed to achieve three main objectives:
1. Reducing cost in mass production by at least 20% through
components becoming obsolete and through reduction of
wiring costs.
2. Increasing powertrain efficiency by improved e-motor
windings, advanced rare-earth magnets, reduced powertrain
rotation parts, reduced losses, advanced control and weight
reduction.
3. Increased affordability and user-friendliness by enhanced
modularity and packaging. Space saving approaches in
sys2wheel lead to more freedom for batteries, cargo and
drivers.
The major achievements can be read below in the newsletter.
Additionally, the webinars of the final event can be seen and
downloaded from the project homepage https://sys2wheel.eu/
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HIGHLIGHTS OF DISSEMINATION
EARPA Forum in Brussels, November 9, 2021, presentation of project results
AEIT Automotive 2021, November 17-19, 2021, online Evolve Round Table with
SYS2WHEEL project results
A3PS Eco-Mobility 2021 in Vienna, November 18-19, 2021, presentation of project
results by project coordinator

#H2020RTR21 in Brussels, March 29-30, 2022, presentation of project results by project
coordinator (see picture)
Journal Paper in Vehicle System Dynamics: “On nonlinear model predictive direct
yaw moment control for trailer sway mitigation” by Martino De Bernardis, Gabriele Rini,
Francesco Bottiglione, Ahu Ece Hartavi and Aldo Sorniotti, published in August 2022
SAE World, April 2021, Evolve Cluster presentation and conference paper, Issue 5 of
the proceedings journal, launched in October 2022: “Towards Brand-Independent
Architectures, Components and Systems for Next Generation Electrified Vehicles
Optimised for the Infrastructure” by Eric Armengaud, Bernhard Brandstätter, Matej Biček,
Joze Buh et al.
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SYS2WHEEL IN A NUTSHELL
The SYS2WHEEL Project targeted on the development of cost efficient, scalable electric
drivetrains for commercial vehicles (N1 and N2) consisting of electric axle, in wheel-motors
and advanced control strategies.
The SYS2WHEEL objectives and the measures to achieve them have been:
Objectives

SYS2WHEEL measures

Reduce cost in mass
production by 20%

•
•
•

Reduction of complexity and manufacturing cost
E-motor cost reduction
Reduction of connectivity

Increase in powertrain
efficiency

•
•
•
•

10% increase for in-wheel and e-axle
Advanced controls
Weight reduction of communication components
Improved thermal management

Affordability and user
friendliness

•
•
•
•

enhanced modularity and packaging
Automotive NVH quality
Increased cargo space
Thermal comfort

The developments have been demonstrated on 2 vehicles of categories N1 and N2:

Figure 1: N1 category vehicle on the test track: Fiat Doblo with in-wheel
technology and increased space for cargo or battery in the rear by closeto-wheel suspension
Figure 2: N2 Category vehicle IVECO Daily with fully modular eaxle on roller test bench for evaluation
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MID- TO LONG-TERM IMPACT OF SYS2WHEEL
The mid- to long-term impact of the SYS2WHEEL project is summarized as follows:
Identifier

Expected impacts of H2020- Achievements of SYS2WHEEL
LC-GV-01-2018 Call
to meet the impact

Cost reduction

20% cost reduction in mass
production (in comparison to
the best current generation
components) and user
friendliness in terms of reach
and charging procedures.

•

•
•
•

System
Improvement

Long duration trips (e.g. 700- •
1000 km day trips across
different Member States) with
not more than 60-90 minutes
additional travel time and
without additional degradation
impact on the FEV power
•
train including the battery

Efficiency increase

Significant advancements of
e-powertrain technology

•
•

Quality

Automotive quality enabled in
the whole system with new
functionalities.

•
•
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Scalable e-motors with
reduced rare earth material
content and fully automated
production.
Fully scalable e-axle
reduction of components on
vehicle level
Fail Safe system through
deterministic ethernet leads to
a reduction of cabling effort
and control components
ensuring safety
In-wheel systems lead to
increased space for cargo
(business case for logistics
companies) or battery (for
customers with increased
range need)
Advanced control developed
in SYS2WHEEL increases
efficiency
In-wheel system and fully
scalable e-axle
Highly efficient e-motors
NVH consideration prior to
integration
Fail safe functionality provided
by time sensitive networks

Figure 3 Expected market uptake of SYS2Wheel innovations.

The exploitation of SYS2WHEEL innovation has been focused throughout the whole project
as an important measure to increase the impact in the long run.
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